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REMARKS

'

) amended ^ ^^LT^^ ^ l
- «. and 28 have been

)
amended^ o«

1 has been amended to require Uu« the at least one upstanding 8trat be articuUb.yconnected to *e upstandable sidewall of the container. Support for the current „^
I » found m Chun 2. as originally presented. Cairn lOhas been amended to require that the first andsecond struts be articuJaolv aviated with the first and second Actable sidewalls. Support forthe current Amendment to Claim 10 can be fomnl in the Specification on page 4. lines „ongmally presented. Oaim 21 ha. been amended to require that the at least one upstanding
««rforc»g panel be connected to at leut one of the .idewalh. Claim 28 ha. been amended to requirethat the first and second reutforceable panel, be aruculably associated with the first and second

present. Clauns *4 have been amended to change their dependency due to Applicant's^^ ^ without prejudice. Claim 2, has a,*, been amended to provi* pTpe
antecedent basis for the remf«ce.ble pane!. No new matter ha. been added. Claun. 1 3.5 8-mT-

ll'^T
24"™ 10^ APPUeati0n^ fW "* —idenuion in lightof the above Amendment, and the following comments.

Telephonic
trtfrTririv

Applicant thanks the Examiner for the after final interview on October 2, 2003. Even thoughan agreement was not reached. Applicant is providing the instant Amendment, and the foHowingcommen* within two months of the statutory thme^nth period for rep!y as discussed. AppZ
respectfully requests the Examiner to reconsider Applicant's position and provide favorable

APPliCaDt^ * »—> of the telephonic intervieT under sepa^I

Subsdt^^fj^^
The Examiner has indicated that the substitute specification filed March 23. 2003 and^ en

/
HO

°
3
"'^ WM

°bjWted^ 35 US 'C
- « 132 «* *• of new matter

Apphcahon wUl be submitted prior to issuance of me instant Application. Therefore, Applicant
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Rejection T^rr -ft tj.s.c airo^
Turning now to the Examiner's rejections of the Claims, Claims 1-4, 10-13. 16-17, 21-24. 28-

31, and 33-34 were finally rejected under 35 U.S.C §102(b) over Nichols. U.S. Patent No 5 002,194
and Artusi, U.S. Patent No. 4,801.017. Claims 1. 10-13. 21. and 28-31 were finally rejected under 35
U.S.C. §102(b> over Harrison, British Reference No. 2194514A. Again. Applicant respectfully
traverses these rejections. Previous arguments made regarding the Nichols. Artusi, and Harrison
references will not be repeated for the sake of brevity. Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner
to consider the following additional arguments with respect to the references:

1. By Amendment, Applicant has amended Claims 1. 10. 21. and 28 to require articulable
connection between the upstanding strut (reinforcing panel) to the sidewall of the container.

2. Applicant respectfully suggests that the Artusi. Nichols, and Harrision references are
silent with respect to providing an articulable strut or reinforcing panel that is articulably connected to
an upstandable sidewall ofa container.

3. The Harrison reference discloses a cardboard case erected prior to insertion of an inner
container and following insertion of the inner container, provision is made for connecting the inner
container wall or walls to the outer case wall or walls. See Abstract In particular. Harrison states
that such connection may be by adhesive or sealing, or by means ofprojections on the waU or walls of
the mner container engaging in apertures in the wall or walls of the outer case. Thus, it can be seen
that Harrison does not require any removable or articulable connection of a supporting structure to the
container.

4. The Nichols reference is silent with respect to requiring an articulable connection of a
strut or reinforcing panel with an upstandable sidewall.

5. Further. Applicant respectfully suggests that Artusi is silent with respect to providing
Applicant's claimed articulable reinforcement. Particularly, since the Examiner indicates that the
structure defined by call-out No. 1 in Fig. 2 could be considered a container. Applicant is at a loss to
understand how the embodiment shown as call-out No. 2 can exhibit articulable connection thereto.

Because of these considerations, the Artusi, Nicholas, and Harrison references do not teach
each and every element of Applicant's claimed invention as presented in Claims 1. 10. 21, and 28.
Therefore. Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) rejection with respect
.o independent Claims 1. 10, 21. and 28. Further, the Artusi. Nicholas, and Harrison references, alone
Bf ifl eembinaiien, da a*mm AppUeaafi claimed «mtainer. Thus, the Artusi, Nicholas, ni
Harmon references fail to disclose, teach, suggest, or render obvious, either singly or in combuution,
every recited feature bfApplicant'* indepe&dutlt claims.

Because dependent Cairns 3-5. 8-9. 11-14. 16-17. 22-27. and 29-34 aU depend directly or
indirectly from Applicant's independent Claims 1, 10. 21. or 28. they contain all of their respective
limitations. For this reason. Applicant submits that the arguments made above concerning the
allowability of Claims 1. 10. 21. and 28 are equally applicable to the rejection of Claims 3-5, 8-9 11-
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14, 16-17, 22-27, and 29-34 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). Applicant therefore requests reconsideration

and withdrawal of the Examiner's 35 U.S.C. 5102(b) rejection to Claims 3-5. 8-9, 11-14, 16-17, 22-

27, and 29-34.

)
Conclusion

Based on all the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that each of Applicant's remaining

claims is in condition for allowance and favorable reconsideration is requested.

This response is timely filed pursuant to the provisions of 37 C.F.R. 51.8 and MJP.EJ*. §512

on October 6, 2003 (October 5 being a Sunday). If any additional charges are due, the Examiner is

authorized to deduct such charges from Deposit Account No. 16-2480 in the name of The Procter &
Gamble Company.

tfully submitted,

TI.

October $,2003
Customer No. 27752

Peter D. Meyer
Attorney for Applicant

RcgiWationNo, 47.792
(513)634.9359
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